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SCARIER THAN FICTION
Prions and the onset of the
zombie apocalypse
» p. 4

FEAR IS NOT AN OPTION
The climber with low
amygdala activity
» p. 8

NO PANIC HERE
How to build
mental resilience
» p. 16

Edi t orial

You can start with Ioana’s incredible Kurbis (squash) soup, which in true CNS fashion comes with an explanation of why your brain finds certain flavors warming or
cooling (p. 20). If you’re still in the holiday mood, you can read about Strigoi, Día de
Muertos, and Guy Fawkes Day, as well as the origins of Halloween (p. 22).
Then on to ZOMBIES! We couldn’t do a Halloween issue without the neuroscience
of zombies. We’ve got zombie snails and zombies in pop culture (p. 6), prions,
which is about a thing that EATS BRAINS, just like ZOMBIES. Naturally you’ll
want to learn about how fear works, and what better way to learn than by studying
the extreme climber who has none (p. 8)?
Don’t miss our great non-theme and career articles in this issue as well. On the
ever-important topic of mental health, go to p. 16 for some tips on how to build
resilience and remain sane while doing a PhD. On a lighter note, we have reports
from the ECN student retreat (p. 14), Career Preparation Day (p. 12), the SCSMI,
a conference dedicated to cognitive studies of film (p. 10), and one dedicated to
Emerging Concepts of the Neuronal Cytoskeleton (p. 18). Dr. Brown has you covered for argumentation skills on page 14.
This issue of CNS has slimmed down in preparation for those big Fall and Winter
holiday meals, so there’s no excuse for not reading all of the work by our great
writers!

Like
what you see?
Interested in contributing? We are
always looking for new authors and submission on anything related to the topic of neuroscience and beyond.
Send us an article, some beautiful shots from your microscope, poems, short stories, critiques, reviews, anything!
The best contribution will be rewarded with the book
The Future of the Brain edited by Gary Marcus.
Come on and write like there’s no tomorrow! Send your
contribution to cns-newsletter@charite.de to win.
This

issue’s

winner

is
who
wrote a well-argued analysis on prions and zombies
(page 4).

Louisa Schilling,

Congratulations, and thanks
to everybody for their
contributions!

Bettina Schmerl
Alex Masurovsky
Ioana Weber
Co-editors in chief
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Halloween comes but once a year. And that time of year is coming again. Which of
course means TIME FOR KURBIS EVERYTHING!
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Scarier Than Fiction
Could Misfolded Proteins Cause the Zombie Apocalypse?
A familiar story: an infectious disease Could I Catch a TSE?
spreads throughout a population, caus- In general, TSEs are rare – causing
ing personality changes, sensitivity to deaths of about 1 to 2 people per milsound, loss of cognitive functions, and lion each year [5]. Of the forms of
slow, jerky movement. These symptoms TSEs – infectious, genetic and sporadic
bring to mind a reoccurring character – most “zombie-like” are the infectious
in folklore and pop culture: zombies. TSEs, which are transmitted via ingesFrighteningly, this is also an apt descrip- tion of meat contaminated by diseased
tion of what occurs in diseases caused brain tissue or iatrogenically [6].
by an infectious agent known as prions.
Sci-Fi enthusiasts often cite the case
of kuru in the Fore community of
Papua New Guinea as an examWhat’s a “Prion”?
ple of a zombie-like epidemCoined by Stanley Prusiner, prions are ic. The Fore community’s
ubiquitous proteins in the brain that funerary traditions inhave the capacity to refold into infec- volved the consumption
tious agents, called prions, and replicate of the body of the
at an alarming rate [1]. Prions come in deceased under the
various disease-causing conformations, belief that it would
which have been linked to different pri- help free their
on-related diseases, referred to as trans- soul. Researchers
missible spongiform encephalopathies think that one or
(TSEs). All known TSEs (e.g. famous more individubovine spongiforme encephalopathy als in the Fore
(BSE), Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease (CJD), community
variant CJD (vCJD), Gerstmann-Sträus- must have desler-Scheinker, kuru, and fatal familial veloped sporadinsomnia) follow a similar neuropathol- ic CJD and the
consumption of
ogy and are uniformly fatal [2].
their brains lead
While the symptomology of TSEs has to transmission
been linked to zombie-hood, the zombie of the disease. Alanalogy also works well for describing though the practice
the replication process of prions. A ended in 1960, cases
misfolded prion behaves similarly to a continued to occur for
zombie in that when it makes contact the following years due
with a healthy prion protein, it causes to kuru’s long incubation
it to convert into a prion of the same period. Over a sixteen-year
isoform. Thus, a micro-epidemic occurs time frame, almost 3000 people
inside the brain as more and more in a population of less than 10,000
“zombie” prions accumulate [3]. After died from this harrowing disease [7].
a long incubation period, accumulated
prions cause reduction of cellular func- For most of us, a more feasible (though
tion and degradation of neurons. As the very rare) mode of transmission is
disease advances, small holes begin to iatrogenic via medical treatment.
form in the brain, causing the charac- For instance, prion-contaminated
teristic sponge-like appearance of the growth-hormone injections that were
diseased organ. As evolutionary biol- administered to 30,000 people caused a
ogist Peter Larsen puts it, prions “turn reported 226 CJD-related deaths worldthe brain into Swiss cheese” [4]. Unfor- wide between 1958 and 1985 [8]. Antunately, prions are difficult to detect other case involved two young epileptic
and once symptoms have manifested, a patients who died of CJD after implanpatient’s swift decline is inevitable [2].
tation of depth electrodes that had been
Graphics: FreePik and macrovector on FreePik
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previously used on a patient with CJD
and had been insufficiently sterilized
[9].
These cases reveal a frightening feature
of prions: they are very difficult to get rid of.

Unlike
bacteria
and
viruses, prions can withstand hours of intense heat, submersion
in formaldehyde, and even ionizing radiation. Despite the low probability that
equipment will unwittingly come in
contact with prions, proper sterilization
remains a serious concern. Currently, the most effective way to sterilize
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equipment is through a combination of
methods including cleaning, chemical
treatment, and extensive steam heating
(yet even this is not always effective)
[10].

(we’ve all seen scientific truth stretched
for the sake of a good plotline), there
are many holes in the logic of how
prions could cause a zombie apocalypse.
Prior to infection, individuals must take
it upon themselves to eat the brains of
another individual or animal (or undergo neurosurgical treatment with
contaminated materials). This is quite a
departure from the familiar image of a
zombie with a craving for human flesh.
The long incubation period, which
can span decades, makes it difficult to imagine a prion disease
that could cause the characteristically rapid onset of a
zombie apocalypse.
Most common TSEs are
limited to animals and
have not yet crossed
the species line to
humans (admittedly,
this may not be the
case forever).
You may recall the
Mad-Cow
Disease
scare in the United
Kingdom during which
people who ate MadCow infected meat contracted a vCJD. The TSE
that causes Mad-Cow, bovine
spongiform encephalopathy
(BSE), had spread amongst cattle
that were fed traces of prion-infected sheep brains. Prior to the scare,
it was widely believed humans could
not contract BSE. We now know that
prions are in fact able to cross interspecies lines as multiple people died of a
prion variant disease, vCJD [11].

Apocalypse Now?

TSEs are certainly alarming,
given that they are fatal and can lead
to some spooky symptomology (it was
documented that kuru caused sporadic
laughing fits). While they may make
for a passable premise of a horror film

An unnervingly similar situation poses
a threat to the United States today.
Chronic Wasting Disease (CWD), a
TSE that causes weight loss, loss of
coordination, and lack of fear, has
long been thought to be limited to elk,
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deer and moose. While the frequency
of CWD is low, it is slowly increasing
in deer populations of the US, such as
in western Wisconsin where infection
rates can reach 35% [12]. Public Health
scientist Michael Osterholm recently
made an appeal to lawmakers to prepare for the dangers of TSEs as he expects a substantial number of human
CWD cases in the near future. Osterholm stressed his point by adding, “If
Stephen King could write an infectious
disease novel, he would write about
prions like this” [13].
Thankfully, researchers and projects
such as the Prion Alliance are actively working to avoid any King-esque
scenarios. While there are no current
cures, potential treatments such as antibodies, gene therapy, stem cell therapy,
and vaccines are in development [14].
Though fictionalized by zombie films,
it’s important to remember that prion
diseases are a very real, though rare,
public health threat.

Louisa Schilling
MSc Student
Berlin School of Mind and
Brain

1. Prusiner, Science, 1982
2. Scheckel and Aguzzi, Nat Rev Genet, 2018
3. https://bit.ly/2lIViLA
4. https://bit.ly/2Xn8t3a
5. Klug et al., J Neurol Neurosurg Psyhicatry,
2013
6. Scheckel and Aguzzi, Nat Rev Genet, 2018
7. Liberski, Pathogens, 2013
8. Brown et al., Emerg Infect Dis, 2012
9. Bernoulli et al., Lancet, 1977
10. McDonnell and Burke, Clin Infect Dis, 2003
11. Morales, PLoS Pathog, 2017
12. https://bit.ly/2maVrb1
13. https://bit.ly/2m4cyLn
14. https://bit.ly/2k7NjY0
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Zombies in Pop Culture
As the mist of fall creeps onto our desks
and Halloween stands at the door, it
seems like the perfect time to deal with
one of the most popular phenomena
one just cannot escape this time of the
year, unless covering your head with a
pumpkin for up to four weeks. As summer dies slowly and the nights become
longer and colder, people become melancholic about life. People have always
wondered about what comes after the
end of their lives (nothing vs. heaven /
hell vs. rebirth) or if there is a way to
escape the path of mortality, thinking of
creatures such as ghosts, demons, vampires and, most importantly, ZOMBIES!
Although most of us might have a
pretty detailed imagination of what an
undead would act and look like, have
you ever wondered what science has
to say? A PubMed search for “zombie”
gives 153 hits. What’s it all about?.
Research on the Living Dead

The word “zombie” most likely originates from the Haitian Creole word
zonbie, meaning the spirit of a dead
person. Documented at least since the
19th century, the term is associated
with the concept of a returned and/or
reanimated corpse conjured by magic.
Nowadays it is often connected to the
Haitian Voodoo religion like in the
very first movie “White Zombie” [1],
although the concept is not a major part
of the core religious beliefs. A much
more likely explanation for PubMed’s
selection than sorcery is knowledge
about toxins, such as tetrodotoxin or
atropine, and their ability to induce the
state of apparent death and/or resurrection by “black magic”, delusions of mind
control, or simply false identification of
disoriented/mentally ill people as recently deceased [2].
Other articles cover the phenomenon
of parasites that seem to take control
over their hosts, like the tropic fungus
Ophiocordyceps unilateralis or the
parasitic worm Leucochloridium paradoxum, which can alter infected hosts’
behavior quite in line with the classic
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Haitian zombie picture [3]. Amusingly, some sources also use the term to
refer to research that should have been
buried long ago, but still keeps staggering on [4]. The concept of zombification is also sometimes used [2] as
the setting for the epidemiological
modeling of disease spread [5] and
to prepare public for emergency
survival... although with little success [6].
Immortal and Undying

Apart from being a medical curiosity, zombies have inevitably
become a major pop-cultural phenomenon. Nowadays Zombies are
present everywhere: they star in
very popular TV series (The Walking Dead), entertain us on our smartphone (Plants vs. Zombies), haunt us
in super-realistic video games (Resident Evil), frighten us in big-budget
Hollywood movies (World War Z) and
even mess up classic English literature
(Pride and Prejudice and Zombies).
The internet movie database currently
lists more than 3300 titles tagged with
“zombie” and 2019 cinema releases will
significantly add to this list [7].
Since the first black and white movies,
the portrayal of zombies has changed
dramatically: from compliant slaves
(White Zombie, 1932) to man-eating
monsters (Night of the Living Dead,
1968 and ever after) arising in dangerous flocks (The Walking Dead) or even
armies of undead (Game of Thrones),
even as intelligent and ruthless predators (28 Days Later). With the release of
the popular video game Resident Evil, a
new reading of the undead was introduced: the infection-based pandemic
spreading of zombification leading to
annihilation of our societies. In short,
the zombie apocalypse.
Another chilling classic, vampires, may
seem outdated, as they were the (rather
romantic) horror of the past, when social
constraints generated a yearning for
mythology and eroticism. The central
plots of these stories have not changed
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much
over the
past
200
years. However, modern society
and pop culture seems
to be more obsessed with
new takes on the zombie apocalypse. But why? According to George A.
Romero, creator of Night of the Living
Dead, zombies’ lasting popularity is
due to their similarity with our own
mindlessness, therefore also reflecting
the problems in society we would like
to ignore [8]. At the same time, zombies are like a blank canvas – anything
can be interpreted from their dead eyes,
ranging from conservatism, an inertia-filled middle class, consumerism, or
mass surveillance. Whatever irritations
modern society has can and will be reflected in zombie stories – therefore
they never seem to get old [9].
More recent productions featuring our
preferred source of shivers demonstrate how versatile zombie stories can
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be: The Returned and The Cured try
to envisage what would happen if our
deceased beloved ones would simply
return one day. What seems to be an
amazing prospect at first later reveals
not only how important grief management actually is, but also demonstrates
how individuals struggle when they
are not met unprejudiced (for understandable reasons, whatsoever).
Similar to science fiction, the undead
often function as a projection to
openly discuss societal issues in
hiding; quite often behind blood and
rotten flesh, intense questions are
asked. For instance, in AMCs The
Walking Dead, the Walkers turn out
to be the least of the problems to the
protagonists, or when the availability
of a cure or redemption creates painful
moral dilemmas.
Despite the multitude of different approaches of modern stories, in the end,

The
Inner
(Not
Quite)
Self

One curiosity of a
brain dead organism
still drooling around
is this unfortunate snail
that has encountered the
parasitic worm Leucochloridium. As you can see, below the skin
there is something seemingly elaborate
and colorful inhabiting the snail’s head
and eye stalks. This is the parasite. The
worm controls the movements of the
snail’s body to prevent it from seeking
shelter from predators. When the snail
gets snapped up by birds, the worms will

zombies certainly share our neuroscientists’ enthusiasm for brains!

Bettina Schmerl
PhD student, AG Shoichet

1. http://www.imdb.com/title/
tt0023694/?ref_=fn_al_tt_1
2. Littlewood and Douyon, Lancet, 1997
3. de Bekker et al., BMC Genomics, 2015
4. Charlton, Med Hypotheses, 2008
5. Alemi et al., Phys Rev E Stat Nonlin Soft
Matter Phys. 2015
6. Kruvand and Bryant, Public Health Rep, 2015
7. https://www.nerdmuch.com/movies/96/
upcoming-zombie-movies/
8. http://bit.ly/2fCdP7U
9. http://bit.ly/2exr4md

breed within the birds’ gastrointestinal
track and releases its eggs with the birds’
feces. These are, in turn, consumed by
the next unfortunate snail. Quite a gruesome circle of life! But if that’s not weird
enough, consider this: if the parasite
gives up and pops out of the snail’s peepers, the snails might actually survive and
continue roaming around for the rest of
their slimy lives.
Also, check out this disturbing video of
the worm moving within the snail, and...
Happy Halloween!

Image: Thomas
Hahnmann on
Wikimedia Commons;
graphic: deyasa-346 on
FreePik
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Fear
Is
Alex Honnold is the greatest free solo
climber that the world has ever seen.
When you climb free solo you are not
using ropes or any protective equipment.
This year Free Solo, a documentary about
Alex and his most glorious conquest of
El Capitan, won an Oscar. El Capitan is
a 3200 feet (0,97 km) tall vertical sheer
granite wall in Yosemite National Park.
It takes 4-5 days for climbers with full
equipment to ascent. Alex did it in 3h
and 56min! Inspired by him, the term
“honnolding” was coined, meaning
to stand in some high, precarious
place with your back to the wall
and face towards the drop. To
face fear. Or to have no
fear at all.

How Low
Amygdala
Activity Allows
One Climber To
Go To Extremes

An amygdala that is not firing

After first hearing about Alex, neuroscientist Jane E. Joseph from Medical University of South Carolina who studies
sensation seeking, was very intrigued.
She wanted to take a look inside his
brain. In the beginning, Alex was not
interested, but eventually, he agreed to
come to her lab for an MRI scan. He was
shown a series of images ranging from
normal everyday scenes to disturbing

accidents. Normally, these images trigger an excitement or fear response in
people, which is reflected by activation
of the amygdala, often referred to as
the fear center of the brain. For comparison, another professional climber of
Honnold’s age was recruited as a control. Neither Alex nor the other climber
reported any excitement or disturbance
after the experiment. However, the
control climber’s amygdala showed all

Graphic: FreePik
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signs of activation. In contrast, Honnold’s amygdala did nothing at all. In
fact, his whole brain, with the exception
his of visual areas (confirming that he is
awake and observing), was in a resting
state.
Following the brain scan, Alex was
given a set of questionnaires that measure a person’s tendency towards risky
behavior. Some of the questions were:
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Not An Option
Do you enjoy skiing very fast down
a mountain? - Alex does. Would you
enjoy parachute jumping? - He already
learned skydiving. Do you like to explore a strange city or place, even if you
might get lost? - That’s his everyday
life.
Joseph’s explanation was that the presented stimuli were probably not strong
enough to activate Honnold’s amygdala. What could be overwhelming for
most of us, doesn’t seem to be a big deal
for Alex. But what could? “I’m pretty
sure that if I had done that brain scan
with a rattlesnake inside the tube, my
amygdala would have been lit up like a
Christmas tree” Alex joked [1,2].
Practice little fears first

It would be easy to find an explanation
for Honnold’s courage in some biological dysfunction, something we can contribute to luck at birth. However, easy is
not always right. When I first opened
Honnold’s autobiography Alone on
the wall I found something more interesting than his not-firing amygdala.
The most precious thing he possesses,
Alex writes, is his “climbing bible” - a
notebook where he records every single
climb he ever does. He also writes: “ I
discovered that if I had any particular
gift, it was a mental one - the ability to
keep it together in what might otherwise have been a stressful situation.”
After his first remarkable double solo
climb, which propelled him to start his
extraordinary climbing life and career,
Alex notes that success wasn’t particularly significant. What was the most
important was the commitment to do
the challenge in the first place and the
confidence that he gained from that it.
Alex is an ardent visualizer and carefully prepares for every single ascent.
He spends a considerable amount of
time studying and going through every
scenario of what can possibly go wrong
on the next route. The most important
lesson he learned from previous free
soloing is the value of preparation. He
rehearses the moves on the toprope,

imagining every hand and foot placement. He says he performs all the hard
work on the days before the solo takes
place. When he’s up - it just a matter
of executing, “I work through the fear
until it’s just not scary anymore” [3].
Looking at the questionnaire that measured tendency towards risky behavior, Joseph said that even though Alex
shows classic similarities with other
thrill-seekers, there is something different about him - he scored pretty high on
the trait of conscientiousness. Conscientiousness is a personality trait of being
careful or diligent. It implies the desire
to perform well and take obligations seriously. Conscientious people tend to be
efficient and organized, show self-discipline and aim for achievements. Joseph
thinks this probably protects Honnold
against becoming addicted and acting
impulsively. She said: “So as opposed
to the Mountain Dew adrenaline-junkie
type, he really isn’t that. And that kind
of surprised me.” [1].
Fear, decentralized

Joseph E. LeDoux, an American neuroscientist and director of the Emotional
Brain Institute, also a lead singer and
songwriter of the band Amygdaloids,
who studies fear and anxiety, writes that
the idea of amygdala being the center of
fear in the brain is just an idea. There is
no scientific finding for that but instead
a conclusion based on an interpretation
of a finding. LeDoux argues that the
amygdala contributes to non-conscious
aspects of fear - detection of threats and
the control of body responses that help
cope with the threat. Conscious fear, on
the other hand, is a product of cognitive
systems in the neocortex that function
in parallel with the amygdala circuit.
There is no fear center that produces
the feeling of being afraid. “Fear” is, in
his view, a cognitively conscious experience that is related to threat processing which should not be confused with
the non-conscious processes that detect
and control responses to threats.
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LeDoux warns us to be suspicious of
any statement that says a brain area
is a center responsible for some function. That comes from the days when
most evidence about brain function was
based on the effects of brain lesions localized to specific areas. Today, LeDoux
explains, functions are considered as
products of systems, not areas. Neurons in areas contribute because they
are part of a system. The amygdala, for
example, contributes to threat detection
because it is part of a threat detection
system. And just because the amygdala
contributes to threat detection does not
mean that threat detection is the only
function to which it contributes. Amygdala neurons are also part of systems
related to eating, drinking, sex, and addictive drugs [4, 5].
In conversation with podcast host Tim
Ferriss, Alex said that climbing taught
him how to separate feelings from what
is actually happening. “I feel fear, but
is that fear justified because I am in
danger or is that totally irrational fear
that I should just squish and move forward with something”. Honnold thinks
fear should not control us more than
anything else: “You should be able to
set fear aside and do what you are supposed to be doing” [6]. It would be easy
to judge Alex and his abilities just by
looking inside of his brain. But what are
our brains without the context of the
life we live in? Also what is the amygdala without the rest of the brain? Honnold´s brain indeed is pretty impressive,
but the amygdala is just around 0.1% of
it.!

Jelena Brasanac
PhD student, AG Gold

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

https://bit.ly/2lJwRKS
https://bit.ly/2kpIhq0
Alex Honnold, Alone on the Wall, 2015
https://bit.ly/2kosk3n
LeDoux, Current Biology, 2007
https://tim.blog/2016/05/17/alex-honnold/
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Deconstructing Film From All Angles
Conference Report From The SCSMI
There is a social animal that gathers in
packs to enjoy the triggering of stress
responses together, by directing their
attention at stressful stimuli. Why
would any creature do such a thing?
I’ll cut to the chase here. The who? It’s
us. The why? That’s more complicated.
Studying the moving image

“The psychological underpinnings of
horror media: Survey results and theoretical implications” was one of several talks on the topic of horror films
this year at the annual meeting for
the Society for the Cognitive Studies
of the Moving Image (SCSMI). Other
horror-themed talks at the 4-day conference in Hamburg, Germany included “The jump scare in contemporary
horror films” and an analysis of how the
“planting and payoff” technique evokes
aesthetic responses in Alfred Hitchcock’s Psycho (1960). But horror was
far from the only topic covered.
Since their first meeting at the University of Kansas (US) in 1997, the international conference of the SCSMI has
invited scientists and scholars of the
humanities to gather under one roof
each year to share ideas and research
about the mystery and wonder that is
film. The conference attributes its roots
to filmmakers like André Bazin and
Sergei Eisenstein, who treated film as
a method to understand the workings
of the human mind. The eclectic group
that comprises the SCSMI takes an egalitarian approach to film and the mind,
with the belief that media can better
understood using empirical methods,
and that art and art criticism remain
legitimate forms of understanding both
media and human nature in their own
right [1].
A Variety of Talks

Talks spanned a range from empirical neuroscientific research to highly
theoretical, philosophical theories of
the mind and brain to film theoretical inquiry and good old psychology.
A media study presented by keynote
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speaker Anne Bartsch from Universität
Leipzig [2] found that a large percentage of doctors look to TV doctors for
guidance (hopefully in how to address
worried patients, rather than on medical instruction). The idea behind her research is centuries old: Aristotle, for instance, pedaled the notion that theater
and art can be a source of knowledge in
Poetics. Another keynote speaker, Cornelia Müller (FU Berlin [3]), discussed
a theory of “Cinepoetics” in which a
common neural mechanism for extracting ideas from gestures allows us to extract meaning from film. As an illustration, she used an intense clip from the
film The Princess and the Warrior by
Tom Tykwer, perhaps better known for
writing, directing and composing the
music for Run Lola Run.
Some talks aimed to fuse highly empirical neuroscientific methods with film
theory. Marta Calbi [4], a PhD student
at Parma University in Italy, presented
research from a team led by HU Berlin
visiting scholar Vittorio Gillese. They
used EEG to record electricity activity
from the scalps of participants as they
watched film clips made to generate
a Kuleshov Effect, a phenomenon in
which the interpretation of an initial
shot of a person’s face is changed by
a second shot (e.g., a shot of a monster
approaching) upon viewing the initial
shot of the face again. Depending on
what is shown in the second shot, it
may, for example, make the face seem
like it was a making a happy or a pained
expression. They found evidence that
the Koloshov Effect is modulated by
whether the second shot matched what
they expected based on the shot of the
face, while the feelings they experienced during the viewing of the second
shot did not play a role in peoples’ experience of the effect.
Psychologist James Cutting, hailing
from Cornell University in the U.S. [5]
and film editor and professor Karen
Pearlman at Macquerie University in
Queensland, AU [6] combined empirical and artistic forces to research how
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fractal patterns may influence not only
our experience of film sequences, but
the creation of them as well. Observing several dimensions such as shot
duration, luminance, motion and clutter, Cutting found that with each subsequent draft of Pearlman’s short film,
Woman with an Editing Bench, the
measured dimensions came closer to a
fractal pattern. While it may seem like
an unusual venture, fractal patterns are
found in the measurement of natural
rhythms such as heartbeats and breathing and is a central subject of inquiry in
Cutting’s research.
Taking a more philosophical approach,
Joerg Fingerhut [7], a researcher of
empirical aesthetics who is affiliated
with the Berlin School of Mind and
Brain, spoke about how embodied cognition can help explain our experience
of viewing films. The approach of embodied cognition focuses on how motor
neurons and body movements impact
perception and cognition. His theories
are deeply rooted in the concept of “seeing-in” proposed by Richard Wollheim
in the 1980’s to explain picture perception [8], and extended to film in 2008 by
Robert Hopkins [9].
Honoring a Trailblazer

Perhaps the emotional high point of
the conference was a tribute to one of
its longtime and continuing attendees,
Torban Grodal, who some consider to be
the originator of cognitive film theory.
Of the numerous attendees this year,
only a handful comprise the original
group that helped bring this niche conference into conception over 20 years
ago. Many of those original members
spoke at the panel, waxing sentimental
about the author of Moving Pictures,
who began in literature studies but
went on to develop theories of film and
literature that appealed to evolutionary
psychology and cognitive science at a
time when Freudian psychology still
dominated literary analysis. Speakers
painted a picture of an eccentric academic who ignored convention and on
many occasions pushed his students to
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pursue unconventional approaches to
studying film and cognition. Grodal,
speaking only after his admirers had
finished, seemed touched.
Conference attendee Dooley Murphy, a
PhD student using virtual reality to research storytelling at the University of
Copenhagen [10], said that even though
this is only his second time at the conference, “it sort of feels like an annual
family reunion.”
It should come as no surprise that those
who are fascinated by the workings of
the brain also take a shining to the study
of film. The moving image is, after all, a
miracle of perception, created by us, for

us. A string of images dance across our
retinas at a rate too fast to consciously perceive as anything but continuous
movement. A learned syntax of scene
parsing allows us to experience a coordinated orchestra of site and sound,
which then becomes, like theater or
prose, just another vehicle for a narrative. When the lights dim and the music
starts, we willingly lose ourselves to the
other world that is presented to us, in a
ritual of storytelling that some suggest
is as old a humanity itself [11].

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

https://tinyurl.com/y6xjwwhr
https://tinyurl.com/y2eggjq8
https://tinyurl.com/y6n5cbtf
https://tinyurl.com/y5ewzec6
https://tinyurl.com/yy9ltx54
https://tinyurl.com/y5hs3mag
https://tinyurl.com/y2bas2vh
Wollheim R, Art and Its Objects, Cambridge
University Press, 1980
9. Hopkins, R, J Aesthet Art Crit, 2008
10. https://tinyurl.com/y6xyd4dx
11. Grodal T, Embodied Visions, Oxford University Press, 2009

Alexander Masurovsky
MA student, Berlin School of
Mind and Brain
Graphics: composite from FreePik resources
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The Career Preparation Day
Early morning on a Saturday is supposed to be the perfect time to stay in
bed for recovery from loads of work
(or beers, it depends), but some of us
spend our time differently. On the 10th
of August, we had an impressive event
organized by the Career Development
Initiative (CDI): the Career Preparation
Day! As a sequel of the last big career
development event (Career Exploration
Day, see also Vol 12/1 pp. 24), this time
we had something more tailored to our
personal experiences and useful tools
for finding your way on the potential
career path that we would like.
The talk from Tessa Dongelmans, a
life coach in Berlin, taught us the idea
of “Ikigai”, a Japanese concept that describes a reason of being (or another
vivid translation goes: “the reason you
wake up in the morning”). Your Ikigai
is an intersection of the things that you

love, the things that you are good at,
what the world needs, and what you
can be paid for. By reviewing all the
points, one can be more clear what kind
of career fits well for oneself.
Another talk from Mariana Cerdeira,
a PhD alumna from MedNeuro, shared
her experiences of her journey to find
her current job in a consultancy company. Using the time between dissertation evaluation and defense, she used
LinkedIn to search for companies and
communicate with people working
there, which gave her the opportunity
for informal interviews and eventually
got the offer for her current position!
She mentioned that people are willing
to share their experiences if you two
have something in common, no matter
whether it’s the educational background
or an internship at Disneyworld! She
also suggested scientists should spend

Tessa Dongelmans during her talk. All images: Majd Kikhia
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more time on networking since some
weak connections might come into
handy sometime in the future, who
knows!
Besides the talks, there were workshops providing more personal advice. I
learned a lot by participating in the CV
checking section, which taught us what
the potential human resources (HR)
department will look for while they
browse through tons of CVs. I’m glad
I’ve prepared two versions of my CV
for academic and industrial audiences,
since for both I got very constructive
suggestions! It’s also fun to see how
the style of CVs can be so different
from one to another and to learn that
this is legitimate, as all of us are in fact
individuals!
Last but not least, what I found the most
interesting was a workshop about a

CAREER

WAGES:
Playing The Career Game

board
game called
WAGES.
During
the workshop, you and your
teammates have to advance from
early to senior positions to win the
game. During the game, situations and
events mimic the real-world experiences of scientists. There was an incredible twist in the latter part of the game
which was truly a Eureka moment! I
highly recommend this workshop to
everyone that wants to work in an academic scheme or any other hierarchically structured company. You would
definitely find this workshop helpful!

Climbing the career ladder is full of ups and
downs – no matter what field you’re in. Advancement to the next level can bring satisfying new responsibilities and opportunities,
but can also be slowed down by unexpected
obstacles along the way. “WAGES – Playing
the Career Game” uses the interactive format
of a board game to help participants discover
and better understand some of the challenges along the academic STEM career path.
Insights discovered by participants through
game play, especially those pertaining to
gender, are shared, consolidated and expanded in a moderated post-game discussion.

To wrap up the experiences, it was a
very fruitful day of valuable advice
and ideas. Now equipped with all the
knowledge from the career days, I hope
I can successfully find my own Ikigai in
the near future!

Wed., November 27, 18:00-20:00 - CCO Seminar room 04 003

The next opportunities to play the game are:

Thurs.,
November
28,
18:0020:00 - CCO Seminar room 04 003.
The workshop is in English. To register, please write to kimberly.
mason@charite.de

Hung Lo
ECN PhD Fellow
AG Johenning, Schmitz
October 2019
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What Have We Learned, Dr. Brown?
#5: Argumentation Skills

Image: Ioana Weber, 2019

what you’ve spent your time and all
this tax money for and why on earth
did you do so. It sounds trivial, because
that’s what we do, but actually it has
been a process of really learning how
to do it. As a scientist you studied long
(and presumably hard) to earn your
degree, which equipped you with a lot
of knowledge. Then you read all those
papers, tons of them, and extracted the
information valuable to you, or that
pointed out your next direction.
Academia is becoming increasingly aware of the fact that only
a minority of doctoral candidates will succeed in pursuing
an academic career. The rest of
us need to face the question of
what else to do with our lives
and how to make a living out of
it. This series aims to direct your
attention to all your skills that
may seem trivial to you solely
as prerequisites to perform your
research, yet are incredibly precious outside of the lab!

One major aspect of doing science is
to write down in a reasonable manner

However, convincing someone else that
what you are doing makes any sense
(because otherwise they’ll cut your
funding), does most likely not involve
these people reading just the exact
same vast amount of scientific literature as you did. First of all, because half
of it was pointless for your question
anyway, that would just be somewhat
uneconomical. Instead, you extract the
absolutely most relevant papers (see
also Dr. Brown #2) and explain how
you came up with your hypothesis and
why you did what you did to test it. Unfortunately, you will eventually talk to
a colleague who does not quite get your
point – or even worse, disagrees with
you. This is where your argumentation

skills will become useful; or if you have
not formed them yet, this is the type of
situation where your argumentations
skills will take shape.
What it takes in these situations is
knowing your ground really well, but
also listening really well to learn about
the stance of your colleague and why
there is disagreement – sometimes it’s
actually just a matter of phrasing. Then
it’s only based on how you understood
you can provide additional information
to support your idea and/or dissolve the
conflicting points into consensus. If you
are able to leave your own position and
think from a different direction, you can
include your colleagues points and integrate all these different views to draw
conclusions. This might seem obvious,
but there has been research that showed
students who were tested naturally
were not able to argue in that manner,
but that they could be trained to do so.
Now, congratulation to you, my fellow
grad students, as developing argumentation skills happens to come almost
naturally with acquiring a PhD!

Your Dr. Brown Team

The ECN Student Retreat
The First Einstein Center for Neurosciences PhD/MSc Student Retreat
On July 1st to 4th, we had our first official
student-organized ECN retreat. It was a
wonderful experience for me to spend
three intense days in Szczecin, Poland.
In July, we had 22 students from 2 cohorts and 8 speakers from different
countries joining for our event. During
the retreat, we discussed a wide range
of topics including career development,
scientific publishing, scientific illustration, social media, programming and
much much more! We had some excellent discussions about how to pitch
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your research proposals and how to
improve on the problematic scientific
publishing system. ECN PhD students
from the first cohort also found a perfect occasion to share the great ideas of
their PhD projects with the rest of us.
Because our fields of research are so
interdisciplinary, all presentations were
restricted to only 5 mins to include only
key ideas or findings. It was quite a
challenge, but turned out to be the best
way to introduce our projects to people
from different fields!
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Beyond staying in the conference room,
we also had social events like a Szczecin
city tour. Hanging out with friends in
a different city (and country!) was a
really enjoyable experience.
As a member of the organization team,
I am so proud of us and would also like
to give credit to the ECN PhD students
Irene, Isabella, and Meida who put in
a ton of effort in the last five months,
and had countless meetings to make
this retreat happen. It was my greatest
honor to have this chance to work with
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them all. Also, a big thank for Dr. Oliver
May-Kolerus from the ECN office for
the great support. It wouldn’t have been
possible to have this fantastic event
without their help.
the fact that you are your own expert,
then, self-confidence should come from
that. I know that it’s an issue, especially
for women, something that I see even
in my classes. But how do you develop
somebody’s self-confidence? I think it
works by building a safe setting, where
you have certain exercises, where you

can get all students to feel comfortable.
But it is also having them identify a few
things that they know they’re good at,
which is critical, and even openly admitting these strengths. Further, it helps
to reflect on your strengths and your
weaknesses, especially the ones that
you think you can work on, because
a lot of it is just training and practice.
Self-confidence comes once you accept
that, you are willing to share this openly,
and then you can formulate your great
vision, your idea and plans, but importantly you’re also willing to show your

October 2019

vulnerability in public. I have students
that confess to an audience about their
depression, and that they’re taking
medicine - which is powerful. It’s absolutely powerful, because it’s riveting,
raw, and believable. And in turn, the
audience acknowledges your courage,
your authenticity, and the feedback is
fantastic.

Hung Lo
ECN PhD Student
AG Johenning and Schmitz
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How To Build Mental Resilience
Be or Become Healthy During Your PhD

Would Mental Health Day is celebrated on the 10th of October each year
and it is an opportunity for education,
raising awareness, and advocating
against the stigma that accompanies
mental illness and prevents people from
seeking help. According to the World
Health Organization, mental health is
not only the absence of mental disorders but “a state of well-being in which
the individual realizes his or her own
abilities, can cope with the normal
stresses of life, can work productively and fruitfully, and is able to make a
contribution to his or her community”.

Having good mental health does not
mean you are always happy and everything is going great all the time. We all
face stress and emotional problems, go
through hardship and change, and experience some sort of trauma and adversity. What marks strong mental health is
the ability to recover fast and get back
to homeostasis - or in short: resilience.
Here are three ways to help you
build resilience for your PhD life.

Jelena Brasanac
PhD student, AG Gold

Meditate!
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We spend so much time studying other
brains and minds that we end up not
paying attention to our own. We get
caught up in emotions, discussions,
and worries when our projects don´t
go as planned. And they rarely do, as
we all know. We often judge and compare ourselves with fellow PhDs, who
all somehow seem to do it better and
more successfully than us. We ruminate
about the past and get anxious about
the future.

stances of life, but we can decide how
to respond to them; how to consciously
act, not just unconsciously react. Being
able to get out of your head and see that
a not-working protocol is not the end
of the world will prove crucial as you
progress with your experiments and
their affiliated problems. There is a big
difference between experiencing negative feedback from your PI and moving
on, and spiraling into self-criticism or
anger.

A practice that can teach us how to be
aware of the present moment and not
get lost in thoughts is meditation. By
meditating you cultivate the ability to
observe your mind, to pay attention to
your thoughts and emotions but not to
get carried away by them or to identify
with them. We cannot avoid circum-

If you don´t have time for longer practice, even 5-10 minutes of meditation
per day can improve your life and help
with stress relief [1, 2]. There is a lot of
content online, but my personal recommendation goes to 10% Happier app for
the quality of teachers and courses.

1. Basso JC, Behav Brain Res, 2019

2. Howarth, Mindfulness, 2019
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Get out of
the lab!
Your performance, focus and critical
thinking in the lab crucially depend
on your life outside the lab - how you
rest, sleep and socialize. Prioritize and
plan your free time, schedule regular
breaks and sleep well. The quality of the
relationships we have has been shown
so many times to determine the quality of our lives and is the main factor
in building resilience. Many PhD students move to a different city or coun-

try, and working on a PhD project can
often be a very solitary journey. Take
time to find friends and explore life in
a new environment. Start with getting
to know your colleagues, but go beyond
science - attend meetups, date, travel.
Having friends who are not scientists
will expand your horizons, make you
practice science communication and
help you see a bigger picture of your research and life in general.

Have a
hobby!
I know that PhD life revolves around
our research projects, but that is not all
of our lives. Nor it should be. Every PhD
student I know has so many interests
and talents, a lot of knowledge and a
genuine wish to make the world a better
place, to help the community. So don´t
forget about your dreams and focus
only on work. Organize a conference,
join a students’ society, volunteer for a
cause you care about, create art, practice yoga, do a sport - or anything else
that adds joy and meaning to your life.
No matter how much we love science
and how dedicated we are to research,

soon or later we all face failures. If this
is the only thing we spend our time on,
it is easy to see ourselves as failures, to
lose self-esteem and motivation. We all
come with a record of excellent grades
and achievements from high school and
university. But a PhD is different. There
is no set path with familiar things we
need to learn and pass. It is wildly unknown, uncertain and always changing.
It requires the ability to think clearly, to
be patient and persistent. To succeed
in it, we’ll sometimes need to fuel our
strengths from other sources.
Graphics: FreePik
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The Importance Of Efficient Transport
Report from “Emerging Concepts of the Neuronal Cytoskeleton”

On April 10th I left my house, approx
imately 2.5 hours before my flight, to
head towards the airport. Little did I
know that my perfect plan with the
perfect time window before an exciting
workshop was going to be hampered by
many different factors along the way.

A series of unfortunate events

That day, a Taxi Strike took over the
main streets of Berlin, blocking all roads
to and from the airport. With this, a normally a 20-minute ride from my house
took almost 3 hours. While I was sitting
in the car, trying to contact the travel
agency to change my flight (1st out of 4
connecting flights), I saw several travelers running along the side of the road,
dragging their suitcases, desperately
attempting to reach their destinations.
With not much to do other than waiting,
I thought about how ironic it was to be
stuck in traffic while heading towards an
event where one of the main topics was
precisely the correct transport of mole
cules within the cell and the system of
polymeric proteins that regulate it: the
cytoskeleton. If we think of cells, neu
rons in this case, as micro cities, where
proteins, organelles and nutrients need
to be transported from the main factory
(soma) to their final destination (axon
and dendrites), the cytoskeleton repre
sent the highways, rails or tracks used
by those molecules and their transport
ers to reach their proper localization.
Side note: for all the readers who are not
familiar with the cytoskeleton, you will
find a brief crash course below, where
I recommend also some extra literature
on the topic.
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So, as expected, I missed my first connecting flight to Frankfurt, but my
travel agent (shout out to Mr. Thomas
Kayser, from the Lufthansa City Center
Titanic Reisen Office) manage to get
me there via a different connection.
Finally after four flights, one bus and
29 hours of traveling, I made it to Villarrica, Chile! Unfortunately, my luggage didn’t. Luckily enough, I arrived
two days before the beginning of the
workshop, time that I used to get some
clothes, recover from jetlag and do a
little bit of sightseeing.
About the Workshop

First held in 2011 in Santa Cruz, Chile,
the ‘‘Emerging Concepts of the Neu
ronal Cytoskeleton’ has become an important biennial workshop series where
scientist from all over the world share
their research and expertise on the neuronal cytoskeleton with the attendees.
The idea for such a meeting came from
the mind of Dr. Christian Gonzalez-Billault, current director of the Geroscience
Center for Brain Health and Metabolism (GERO) in Santiago Chile, who
has been one of the organizers for the
past five events. Dr. Gonzalez-Billault’s
main purpose was to establish a meeting that serve as a hub for Latin American researchers and trainees to interact
with established researchers from all
over the world [3,4]. Nowadays, PhD
and post doctoral students from America, Europe and Asia mainly apply to
attend to this symposium.
Neuroscience Next to the ‘Devil’s
House’? Yes, Please!

This year’s meeting took place in Villar
rica, a beautiful, small city 930 km south
from Santiago, the capital city. Villarri
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ca is located at the foot of the lake and
the volcano with the same name. The
volcano is also known as ‘Rucapillán’
a Mapuche (indigenous inhabitants of
south-central Chile and southwest
ern
Argentina) word that means ‘devil’s
house’ [5,6]. On this year’s meeting,
nearly 100 scientist gathered to present
and discuss their latest findings.
The plenary lecture was given by Dr.
Vann Bennet (Duke School of Medi
cine), who is considered the father of
ankyrins (family of polypeptides in
volved in regulation and stabilization of
membrane proteins to the cytoskeleton).
The following 4 days the workshop di
vided in 8 sessions comprising talks
about recent and mostly unpublished
findings in the topics of neuronal polarity, neuronal migration, physiological
traffi cking and the effects of pathology.
The final session was called ‘The Next
Generation of Cytoskeleton Researchers’ and it served as a platform for
new, young investigators to present
their work and potentially recruit new
members to their labs. I thought it was a
great idea to host such a session as most
of the time, well-established senior re
searchers were the ones presenting
their work. The participation of graduate stu
dents was highly encouraged
during the whole workshop. For example, during the poster sessions and also
during the Q&A part after every talk,
the first three questions were restricted
only for graduate students.
This was my first time in an EMBO-or
ganised event and I highly recommend
it. The number of participants is way
smaller compared to other big inter
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national Neuroscience meetings like
FENS or SfN, but enough to provide a
very nice environment of interesting
and continuous discussion, in a more
relaxed and casual environment, partic
ularly during the food breaks.
For its next edition in 2021, the work
shop will return to Santa Cruz. If you
are a cytoskeleton aficionado I can definitely recommend it! The trip might
be long (but hopefully not as rough as
mine), but the quality of the science and
the incredible landscapes will be worth
it, I promise!

Diana Alatriste González
PhD student, AG Rosário

1. Alberts, B. et al. Molecular Biology of the Cell,
6th Edition. (Garland Science, 2014).
2. Fletcher, D. A. & Mullins, R. D. Cell mechanics
and the cytoskeleton. Nature 463, 485–492 (2010).
3. An EMBO workshop on Emerging Concepts
of the Neuronal Cytoskeleton: A unique venue to
discuss recent advances in cellular and molecular
aspects of cytoskeleton function in nerve cells.
Cytoskeleton 73, 422–423 (2016).
4. Gonzalez‐Billault, C. & Letourneau, P. Emerging concepts on neuronal cytoskeleton. Journal of
Neurochemistry 129, 205–205 (2014).
5. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Villarrica_(volcano)
6. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mapuche
7. Kline, C. F. & Mohler, P. J. Chapter Four Evolving Form to Fit Function: Cardiomyocyte
Intercalated Disc and Transverse-Tubule Membranes. in Current Topics in Membranes (ed. Bennett, V.) 72, 121–158 (Academic Press, 2013).

differentiation, migration and intracellular trafficking, among others.

Cytoskeleton:
the crash
course
As it name implies, the term cytoskeleton refers to the network of long and
filamentous proteins that serve as an
internal scaffold to provide shape to
the cells. However, unlike the bones in
our body, the cytoskeleton is a highly
dynamic structure that is constantly
rearranging to allow a range of essential cellular processes like cell
growth,

There are three major protein families
that constitute the cytoskeleton: actin
filaments, microtubules and intermediate filaments. All three families interconnect but have different roles in
organizing and preserving the stability of intracellular compartments[1,2].
The main differences between them
though, are found in their mechanical stiffness, their polarity, the way
the assemble and the type of molecular
motors to which they associate[2].
Microtubules

Long, rigid and hollow cylinders made
out of monomers of tubulin protein
(alfa and beta). They have a distal plus
(constantly polimerizing) end and a
proximal minus end normally associated to a microtubule-organizing center
(MTOC), called centrosome. They regulate intracellular transport and therefore, the position of organelles
and other small

molecules
within the cell[1,2].
Actin filaments

Also called microfilaments. They consist of monomers of actin arranged in
a helicoidal manner. More flexible than
microtubules but able to arrange into
very rigid, stable matrices in the presence of crosslinkers. They influence the
shape of the cells’s surface and are indispensable for locomotion[1,2].
Intermediate filaments

Made of intermediate filament proteins
like vimentin in neurons. The more
flexible of the three families thus providing mechanical stress to the cells.
Not polarized and therefore not able to
uphold movement of molecular motors
proteins[2].

Background graphic: FreePik
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451 Fahrenheit Flavor, With No Book Burning
Why is Pumpkin Spice a Warming Flavor?
As October draws near, I brace myself
for the flooding of popular and social
media with Pumpkin Spice-flavored
Everything. Yes, this happens even
in a country such as Germany, which
doesn’t have that US-grade historical craze fondness for cucurbitaceae.
So what is it in pumpkin spice that
makes us feel all warm and fuzzy inside? Moreover, why do we, in general,
consider some flavors warming whereas we think of others as refreshing?
Flavor = taste + smell

Before we delve into warm vs cool flavors, let’s lay some groundwork on
what flavor actually is. Many of us use
“taste” as a synonym for flavor (myself
included in an earlier draft of this
story). However, flavor is a much more
complex biochemical business. At the
most basic, flavor is composed by the
substances in food that trigger our taste
buds (the basic sweet, salty, sour, bitter,
savory/umami) plus the volatile compounds that waft from the mouth into
the nasal cavity. In more simple terms,
flavor is a mix of taste and smell. Yet
on top of that, we perceive other sensations, such as textures or irritants of the
mouth’s mucosa. According to Cooking
for Geeks [1], the brain combines all of
these cues, for instance, “the tiniest bit
tangy on the tongue, sweet, but not too
much, fruity-fresh odor, medium water
content and firmness”, and concocts a
unitary experience which we then call
“strawberry flavor”.
True Heat, or “What’s in a tingle?”

Hot and cold feelings on the tongue
are intimately intertwined with sensations induced by chemicals other than
those involved in the five basic tastes.
For instance, we perceive menthol as
being cooling not just because its evaporation leads to a local decrease of temperature on the tongue, but also due to

its binding to TRPM8 [2]. TRPM8 is a
calcium channel in pain-sensing nerves
(nociceptors) that also responds to pain
in, say, frostbite. Therefore, the brain
perceives a “true” chill. Conversely, the
“true” hotness of chillies and wasabi is
given by the components capsaicin and
allyl isothiocyanate, respectively, which
bind to yet another calcium channel,
TRPV1 [3]. This, in turn, leads to the
opening of the channels, the efflux of
calcium and thereby the depolarization
of the neuron and transmission of an
action potential, processed as pain in
the brain [4]. Since the same calcium
channels also respond to high temperatures, we tend to associate the pain
from chiles and other spices with heat.
Heat & Associates

An astute observer will now point out
that many spices do not trigger the same
pain response that hot peppers do. This
begs the question: why are these other
spices, such as nutmeg or ginger, perceived as warming? Straightforwardly, much of our taste in food relies on
learned associations. We mentally and
emotionally connect certain spices with
dishes served on specific celebrations
or occasions. Ginger, for instance, is a
wintry spice for most Westerners due
to its association with gingerbread for
Christmas. However, in other cultures,
ginger is considered a cooling palate
cleanser. The classic example being
Japan, where pickled ginger is paired
with (cold) sushi and eaten, of course,
all year long. It is interesting to note,
though, that these associations are not
purely randomly dictated by the flora
and fauna of a particular region and the
culture it birthed. Like basil and tomato,
local ingredients have been historically paired based on how certain of their
flavor molecules fit together. More specifically, matches made in heaven are
not different from good partnerships:
each partner brings out the best in the

Graphics: FreePik
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other. According to Gail Vance Civille
in Cooking for Geeks [1], in the case of
basil and tomato, basil quenches certain
not-so-savory elements of the tomato
flavor and makes the dish more fresh.
Much of the pairing process can be
tweaked these days with hard science:
based on the flavor profiles of ingredients, as measured by mass spectrometry.* For instance, as shown by foodpairing.com [6], pumpkin goes well with
ciabatta, which is why I chose it to accompany my recipe for pumpkin soup.
The Spicy End

So, what have we learned so far? Well,
the pumpkin taste is probably not
warming by itself, but we believe it
to be so due to our common association of it with Thanksgiving (when the
weather is already colder in many parts
of the US) and with perceived warming spices such as ginger, nutmeg and
cinnamon. This is precisely the combination that the popular coffee places
exploit in order to draw you inside on
chilly autumn mornings. And why do
we care so much about warming flavors anyway? It turns out that, just
like with any other pain, food hotness
induces the release of endorphins, and
also leads to a reduction in blood pressure due to the dilation of blood vessels,
both in proximity of the “hot” stimulus
and at a wider range in the body [5]. If
you would like to reap the benefits of
that heartwarming pumpkin flavor mix
without the sugar rush from any beverage of the green mermaid café chain,
give my pumpkin cream soup recipe a
try. If you aren’t blessed with a fireplace
of your own, this is as close as you’ll
get to that luxurious warm glow that
puts a smile on your face when it’s cold
outside.

Ioana Weber
PhD student, AG Tarabykin
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Ioana’s Warming
Pumpkin Spice Cream Soup
Warming or Cooling?
Cooling/refreshing: foods that trig-

ger “cold pain” sensation (peppermint),
lemon and other sours (astringent tastes),
tannin-containing bitter foods and drinks
- think gin tonic, iced tea with little to
no sugar, cucumbers (the peel is almost
always slightly bitter). Yoghurt and other
milk products counteract effects of capsaicin very well, so can be considered
cooling too (think of an Indian cucumber
raita)

Hot/warming: foods that trigger “hot
pain” sensation (chillies, wasabi, radish),
but also sweet tastes (cinnamon, cloves,
nutmeg, anise, carrots, beets,...) and
savory/umami tastes (mushrooms,
meats, soy sauce...)

Ingredients

- 1 large red onion (red onions have
a more sweet, autumnal flavor than
yellow ones)
- 750 mL vegetable broth (prepare ahead
according to broth instructions and set
aside in a pot on low heat)
- 1 tablespoon mustard seeds
- 1 kg butternut squash (a trick I learned
from Cooking for Geeks: peel a slice
off one side to have a surface to rest
the squash on, then cut using a mallet
to punch a large knife longitudinally
through the squash. Scoop out seeds
with a spoon and discard them).
- 3 dried bay leaves
Instructions

Cut the squash in cubes with a side
of approximately two centimeters.
In a bowl, toss cubes with olive oil,
sprinkle with salt, and bake at 200 °C
until they soften enough to be easily
pierced through with a fork (around 20
minutes).
In the meanwhile, peel and cut the
onion. Fry in a tall pot along with a
spoon of mustard seeds until onion is
translucent (frying the mustard seeds

helps to release their volatile compounds. Caution, some of them might
pop, spritzing hot oil!). Set the pot aside.
Check on the squash cubes. If soft, add
to the fried onions. Add bay leaves.
Pour broth onto pumpkin until all the
pieces are covered and bring to a boil,
then let cool down for 10-15 minutes
with a lid on the pot. Immerse a blender into the pot or pour the soup into a
food processor and grind to a smooth
paste. Taste the soup and season it with
two pinches of salt first, then with all or
some of these spices:
- Ground nutmeg
- Powdered ginger
- Smoked paprika (Paprika de la Vera)
- Ground cumin
- Pinch of cayenne, or more, depending
on your tolerance to spiciness
For an extra crunch, top with toasted
walnut slivers. Serve with cream (try
Creme Vega for a very convincing
vegan replacement), fresh ciabatta, and
pair with a Riesling or Gewürztraminer, or a Masala Chai for a non-alcoholic
option.

Enjoy :)

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
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Porter, J. 2011. Cooking for Geeks.
Pan et al., European Journal of Physiology, 2017
https://bit.ly/2m2B1Rv
https://bit.ly/2ml56M2
Yang et al., Cell Metabolism, 2010
https://www.foodpairing.com/en/home (first 50
pairings are free, offers seasonality filters for
ingredients)
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Guy Fawkes Day

Among the rather curious events happening in fall is the remembrance of a failed attempt at mass murder. In 1605 the
catholic hardliner Guy Fawkes deposited tons of gun powder
barrels and other explosives in an undercroft below the London
Palace of Westminster to blow up the protestant king Jacob I.,
his family and and all Lords and Earls therein to seek revenge
for the suppression of catholic folks. Fortunately his plans
where revealed and this terroristic act thwarted.
The gunpowder plot is still remembered in Britain as Bonfire
Night, celebrated by (obviously) bonfires, fireworks and the
burning of a Guy Fawkes puppet. The treason committed by
Guy Fawkes, seen as an act of resistance against an oppressive regime (at least in Fawkes’ view), has entered pop culture
with the creation of the graphic novel V for Vendetta, where
the protagonist plans an attack on the parliament building to
overthrow the dystopian fascist regime ruling a future England
in this series. The nameless protagonist hides his face behind a
white face mask with a prominent mustache which subsequently has become the face of several politically active groups like
the Anonymous collective, which gained fame by hacking US
state services and leaking secret documents to the public, and
also for anti-capitalist protesters against Wall street.
Remember, remember the fifth of November...

Fall Ho

- Bettina Schmerl
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Dia de muertos

Day of the dead is no doubt Mexico’s most famous holiday (and
my personal favorite). Every year, on November 1st and 2nd
Mexicans prepare an array of traditional and artistic activities
that depict their relationship with death. The main purpose is to
welcome the loved deceased ones back to the world of the living
for one night. This is mostly done by creating a hospitable environment that promotes a sort of spiritual closeness with them.
As a child, the excitement started to build up on the previous
days, when my mom took my sister and me to the market to
buy all the things necessary for the ‘ofrenda’ (or altar), one of
the central symbols of this celebration. The composition and elements may vary according to regions or family traditions but
there are some key elements that remain consistent: candles
(one for each dead relative), cempasúchil flowers (marigolds),
salt, cut paper, a photo of the deceased person, water, and the
smoke of incense or copal. The light, colours and smells emanating from such altars are supposed to guide the deceased souls
back home [1,2]. Food plays another big role on these days.
‘Pan de muerto’ (bread of the dead), a typical round sweet bread
adorned with bones and skulls made from dough, can be found
at almost any local bakery during the celebration and is also
offered in the altar [1,3].
In the recent years, Day of the Dead has attracted international attention. Inevitably, this has caused the holiday to become
somewhat commercial, as shown for example by the production
of several films (e.g Disney’s “Coco”) and related documentaries. Moreover, in 2016, a ‘Day of the Dead Parade’ was introduced in Mexico city, inspired by the scenes of the movie ‘Spectre’ from the James Bond saga [1].
One thing is clear: Day of the Dead is now both a part of the
Mexican identity and a huge national party. One that has death
as the guest of honor. The beauty and uniqueness of it, is however, that there is no sober or funereal ambiance around it, but
rather a generalized cheerful, carnivalesque celebration of life.

- Diana Alatriste González

Background graphic: FreePik
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Halloween

All across the U.S. and increasingly in other countries,
both kids and adults put on costumes for the one night
of the year they can be someone else: 31 October, Halloween. They carve jack-o-lanterns out of pumpkins,
throw parties and go trick-or-treating. Where did
these traditions come from?
The Celtic people, who 2000 years ago lived in present day France and the UK, believed that on one night
each year, spirits of the dead would walk the Earth.
They called this night Samhain (pronounced “Sowen”). It fell on the last night of summer, the harvest
season. Summer was the season of life and winter the
season of death. The presence of spirits on Samhain
was believed to allow for druid priests to make better
predictions about the future, particularly about how
people would fair in the winter. People would attend
bonfires wearing animal heads and skins as costumes
and burn animals and crops as sacrifices to the gods.
As rule over the Celtic lands changed hands, Samhain
merged with several holidays: the Roman celebration
the dead, Feralia, and a Roman celebration of the goddess of fruit and trees, Pomona. In the 9th Century
A.D., the Christian holiday of All Soul’s Day, now
known as All Saints Day, was established as the 2nd
of November. Historians believe the Pope may have
created the holiday to compete with Samhain because
he saw the Celts as “pagans,” people who did not share
Christian religious beliefs. Colonial North America
had various forms of small Halloween celebrations,
but the holiday did not become widespread until the.
mid-1800’s, when over a million Irish citizens immigrated into the U.S., fleeing famine in Ireland. The origins of trick-or-treating may come from British and
Irish traditions of going from house to house on Halloween, reciting verses in exchange for food or money,
a version of which was known also in Scottland as
“guising” [2].
Anecdotally speaking, I’ve noticed a small subset of
the Berlin population that takes Halloween very seriously - on a weekend night around that time last year,
I once thought something terrible had happened in
the U-Bahn, but it turned out to be a group of revelers who were really good with fake scarring and blood
make-up.
(Alex Masurovsky)
Background graphic: FreePik
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Saint Andrew’s Night,

Night of Strigoi

Earlier literature inspired Bram Stoker to write about
vampires, but he may have just as well looked into the
lore of the “exotic” Eastern European country he was
attempting to depict. Romania has long-standing rituals of dealing with its own brand of vampire/zombie,
called “strigoi” or “moroi”. These unholy entities were
dreaded all year long, but never as much as in the night
of St. Andrew, from the 29th to the 30th of November each year. Old Dacian myths from long before the
Romanian principalities existed told about the yearly
cycle of maturation and degradation of Time itself,
which ended in its nigh-obliteration into chaos at
the beginning of meteorological winter. It was on the
night of the transition to winter that the veil between
the natural and the supernatural was thought to be
spanned thinly, allowing both the undead to rise and
the living to be possessed by dark forces. The strigoi
would rise from their graves or, if of the living sort,
would sleepwalk out of their homes, sometimes shapeshifting into dogs and wolves, and all would meet for
fierce battles for supremacy at crossroads. The fate of
mere humans that were caught outside of their homes
in this night was dreadful, as the strigoi were thought
to be the source of illness, madness and slow death,
because the afflicted’s energy would be consumed by
the nefarious entity.
Saint Andrew supposedly brought Christianity to the
Dacian plains, and the reverence of the Dacians for
wolves was assimilated into the respect later paid to
this saint, known as a protector from wolves, and, in
connection with that, later also as a protector from
strigoi. However, in a typical magical-religious stance,
the Romanians did not just pray to Saint Andrew to
protect them from the strigoi, but also engaged in a
wide range of protective pagan rituals. One of them
was rubbing all entrances to the household with garlic,
including the chimney or stove, and sometimes even
spreading the “perfumed root” all over one’s body
before going to sleep. In other traditions, the unmarried youngsters of a village would all gather in the
largest household and guard some serious amounts of
garlic from being stolen by the strigoi. As is to be expected from putting fifteen to twenty-five year olds in
a sort of new year’s setup, a loud party night ensued,
which was, of course, quickly excused as a means to
fend off strigoi that would try to stalk the households.
(Ioana Weber)
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News in Brief
Master’s Students’ Graduation

On October 2nd at 5 PM, the senior
MedNeuro students had their graduation ceremony at the Hörsaalruine,
Campus Charité Mitte. Beginning with
the keynote speech by Mateusz Ambrozkiewicz, the diplomas were handed
out. The students prepared nice slides to
introduce and welcome every student.
After these already emotional moments,
Katherine Cuthill and Roemel Jeusep
Bueno gave the Valedictory Address,
followed by a video presentation of the
2017 cohort. The evening – reception
and welcome for the new students and
graduates – was a bittersweet mix of
letting go and looking into the future.
We were happy to hear that the graduates enjoyed their graduation and
thanked the office (thanks, Roemel, for
the kind words!).
A Warm Welcome to New Students!

17 new first-year students (five of
them as part of Neurasmus as well as
five fast-track students of the Einstein
Center for Neurosciences (ECN)) and
five second-year Neurasmus students
from all around the world joined our
MedNeuro family this year. This year,
the obligatory campus walk was given
by the Berlin Museum of Medical History at the Charité and included a tour of

the museum. As usual, the office gave an
introduction to the program and hassled
the students with administrative issues.
A warm welcome to the latest PhD students: Melina Engelhardt (Picht), Tal
Geffen (Schlagenhauf), Majed Kikhia
(Gertz), Jan Roediger (Kühn) and Jeanette Zanker (Heilbronn). Melina,
Majed and Jan are ECN fellows, Melina
and Majed are also alumni of the MedNeuro Master’s program.
Berlin Neuroscience Meeting 2019

As members and friends of the Einstein
Center for Neurosciences Berlin (ECN),
we invited you to join us at the Berlin
Neuroscience Meeting on October 10th.
The ECN organizes an annual Neuroscience Meeting to provide a platform
for scientific interaction among Berlin
neuroscientists and to give the new
ECN PhD students an overview of the
diversity of the neuroscience landscape
in Berlin. This meeting offered an excellent venue for presenting and discussing recent work during at an interactive
poster session.
PhD course: Improving [Your]
Science

This October, we have launched again
a course to help PhDs make the most
of their science. Developed with the

Cover image: Ioana Weber, graphic: pikisuperstar on FreePik
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QUEST Center Berlin, the yearly course
prepares all incoming students for their
upcoming research projects by covering
topics such as experimental planning,
smart analysis strategies, open science
and how to establish one’s profile on the
international neuroscientific stage.
Science Slam – Science Rocks!

Slammin’ like there’s no tomorrow –
at our science slam, scientists try everything to entertain their audience,
regardless of whether the subject is
mathematics or neuroscience. The sky
is the limit when it comes to what’s
possible. Costumes, props, movies,
power-point presentations or other
experimental setups – it’s all allowed.
Only time sets the limits – every slammer will have ten minutes at most. And
the audience will decide which presentation is best! The event was organized
by the Einstein Center for Neurosciences Berlin and NeuroCure Cluster of
Excellence. Venue: Roadrunners Paradise. More information at https://berlinscienceweek.com/programme/
science-slam-science-rocks.

Ralf Ansorg
MedNeuro Office

- Oktoberfest 10.10. World Mental Health Day
11.-20.10 Berlin Festival of Lights
31.10.-03.11. Berlin Jazz Festival
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